This was our first stop in our city excursion. Cody, Blake, Brayden, Brenden and Alomax on the Opera House steps.

Second stop was walking through the Botanical Gardens. We found the Captain Arthur Phillip monument.

Our final stop was Hyde Park. Paige and Emma are sketching the fountain.
3/4M: SPOTLIGHT ON US LEARNING

Caleb, Nathan and Luke preparing their speech on a famous person.

Spelling activities: Paige, Liarn and Breanna finding the meaning of words in a dictionary.

Brenden writing a book review on the Super Clubs Plus Student Website. This will help him earn his Reading Badge.

Maths activity for chance. Emma draws out two coloured pegs from the tray that Jade is holding. Then it is recorded in the table on the whiteboard. Which pair of colours will be drawn out the most? Is it fair?

Science Experiments: We made a telescope using magnifying glasses and cardboard. Claire is testing the telescope. Did you know that everything she saw was upside down? Why?

You need to insert a mirror for the image to be reflected so it can be the right side up.

Now we can write an explanation about ‘How a telescope works.’